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$802,524

DEC 2019 
102

• December average price of $802,524 was up by 12.4% versus last 
year, bringing full year price growth to 3.1%

• December median price of $718,500 was also up sharply versus last 
year (+9.0%)

• Weak ongoing inventory (-26.7% versus last year) is pushing months 
supply to extremely low levels (1.8 months)

• Poor supply remains the major factor behind volume weakness 
(-17.7% for December and +1.1% for the full year)

BURLINGTON RESALE PRICES CONTINUE TO BE FUELED BY LOW INVENTORY

MARKET HIGHLIGHTS Average Resale Price

$714,049
Dec 2018

Dec 2019

$802,524

+12.4% year
year

Total Inventory

247
Dec 2018

Dec 2019

181

-26.7% year
year

     MOVIES:

• Inception

• Moonlight

• The Intouchables

• Interstellar

• The Avengers

• Django Unchained

• Toy Story 3

• 12 Years a Slave

• The Wolf of Wall Street

• Star Wars: The Force Awakens

• Bonus Movie: Inside Out

     TV SHOWS:

• Mr. Robot

• Breaking Bad

• Mad Men

• Boardwalk Empire

• The Crown

• Game of Thrones

• Modern Family

• Master of None

• Stranger Things

• Black Mirror

• Bonus Watch: Atlanta

     BOOKS:

• The Martian by Andy Weir

• The Goldfi nch by Donna Tartt

• Never Split The Diff erence by Chris Voss

• The Girl On The Train by Paula Hawkins

• Less by Andrew Sean Greer

• A Little Life by Hanya Yanagihara

• Becoming by Michelle Obama

• A Visit From the Goon Squad by Jennifer 
Egan

• The Underground Railroad by Colson 
Whitehead

• Citizen by Claudia Rankine

• Bonus Read: There, There by Tommy 
Orange

If you have missed these top 10’s of the last decade then you just might be ten years behind, culturally speaking! We have compiled a list that we 
believe is a top 10 “In Case You Missed It” list of the last decade for movies, books and TV shows. 
We are not Rotten Tomatoes, but we hope you enjoy our list:

A DECADE IN REVIEW!

FEATURED PROPERTIES

REDUCED
1031 KIRKWALL ROAD - $1,229,900

9.88 acres with over 5,800 sq. ft. of living space with this custom 
stone-built estate.

FOR LEASE
36-2169 ORCHARD ROAD

Desirable location in the heart of the Orchard.  
This 3 bedroom, 3 bathroom will not last long.

NEW LISTING
MILLCROFT OPPORTUNITY

All brick beauty in desirable sought-after Millcroft.  
Extra deep lot with no rear neighbours.

FOR SALE
UNPRECEDENTED STREET PRESENCE

Modern luxurious custom build in sought-after Westcliffe.  
Chedoke stairs, the Bruce Trail.



If you’ve got kitchen cabinets that are outdated, damaged, or 
constantly sticking and squeaking, it may be time to give them a 
brand-new look. Changing your cabinets can drastically alter the 
look of your kitchen and add instant value to your property. Since 
cabinets take up a lot of visual real estate, upgrading them can be 
costly. That’s why it’s important to choose a style you’ll love. Here’s 
the lowdown on what cabinet trends will be most popular this year 
according to design experts. 

Many industries have been transformed by automation: retail, fi nance, 
manufacturing. Home construction, however, has been slow to adopt 
innovations in automation—but that’s all starting to change. After decades 
of research on construction robotics, new technology is beginning to emerge 
that could potentially make home construction safer, faster, and much more 
effi  cient. Meet the robots that could build your future house.

Machines that drive themselves 

Autonomous machines aren’t just for the road. They’re being put to use on 
construction sites too. Volvo Construction Equipment has been working on 
an electric, self-driving load carrier called the HX2 that can transport heavy 
loads without a driver. Technology tells the machine how to get around the 
site, even helping it detect humans and obstacles that might be in the way. 

Built Robotics is another company working on autonomous technology for 
the construction industry. Rather than creating a new machine from scratch, 
it’s working on a technology kit that can be retrofi tted onto existing vehicles, 
such as dozers and excavators, turning them into autonomous machines that 
can carry out normal functions through remote supervisors. 

Drones that inspect work sites

Drones are very handy in the world of construction. They have increasingly 
replaced traditional land-surveillance methods since they can survey working 
areas aerially, scanning the site for potential hazards and capturing important 
data much faster than conventional methods. Drones can also be used to 
supervise and monitor employees, as well as increase safety and security on 
the site. Not only can drones save time and money, but they are also expected 
to create hordes of new jobs in the construction industry. 

Robots that lay bricks

Several bricklaying robots are catching the construction industry’s attention. 
There’s the Hadrian X by the Australian-based tech fi rm FBR and the SAM100 
by New York–based Construction Robotics. The latter is a metal arm that can 
lay 300 to 400 bricks an hour (humans can only lay 60 to 75 bricks an hour). The 
company claims the robot will boost productivity, improve workplace safety 
and job planning, and address labour and housing shortages.

3D printers that create ceilings

Researchers from ETH Zurich, a science, technology, and engineering 
university in Switzerland, have been experimenting with a three-storey house 
built entirely by robots. The team says it’s “the fi rst house in the world to be 
designed, planned, and built using predominantly digital processes.” One of 
the most innovative features of the house is the geometric concrete ceiling 
called the Smart Slab. The ceiling’s underlying formwork was created by a 3D 
sand printer, which uses the least amount of material needed to make the slab 
load bearing. This results in an eco-friendly formwork that weighs half as much 
as typical concrete slabs.

Robotic arms that build walls

ETH Zurich has also enlisted the help of an industrial robot called the In situ 
Fabricator. It’s a robotic arm on wheels that’s designed and programmed to 
build curved walls. To do this, it creates a 3D structure out of steel rebar mesh, 
which later gets fi lled with concrete. Like the Smart Slab, the robot only uses as 
much material as needed, reducing the overall amount of waste. 

HOUSE
SMART    

Minimalist handles
Kitchens tend to be some of the messiest rooms in the home. 
That’s why clean, minimalist design is all the rage this year. In 
2020, handles should be slim, discreet, or invisible altogether. 
While antique handles, knobs, and cup pulls add flare, they can 
sometimes create visual clutter so it’s best to avoid them if you 
want your kitchen to look on-trend. 

Instead, opt for cabinets that have recessed handles built into 
them so there’s no need to add extra hardware. There’s also push 
latches that let you push on the cabinet door to get it open. 

For those who prefer some hardware, edge pulls that sit on top of 
the doors work great for cabinets below the counter. You can also 
go for integrated handles, such as a lip or a pull, made out of the 
same materials as the cabinets for a clean and unified look. 

Glass doors
Not everyone loves glass doors. It exposes everything inside your 
cabinets, forcing you to keep your dinnerware in a perpetually 
presentable state. Luckily, experts are calling for the comeback of 
textural glass, such as smoked or fluted (also known as reeded). 
These materials offer a glimpse into your curated dinnerware 
while providing just enough obscurity. To pull off this trend, avoid 
installing too many glass panels. Instead, pick only a few sections 
in your kitchen where the glass panels will work best. 

Warm tones
This year’s colours should be soothing, neutral, and inspired by the 
outdoors. Think browns, beiges, greys, and terracotta. You can pull 
this off by incorporating natural materials into your cabinets and 
shelving, such as blond woods, dark woods, marble, and quartz. 
This trend towards warm tones has naturally led to the rise of 
reclaimed wood in kitchen cabinetry. To do this trend right, make 
sure the materials you use have a matte finishing. 

Pops of colour
Even though warm, neutral tones are in, unexpected pops of 
colour are still encouraged for 2020. You can play with colourful 
accents by placing bright dishes behind glass cabinets. If you’re 
feeling bold, consider adding colour to your cabinets. Not sure 
which shade to pick? The Pantone Color Institute selected Classic 
Blue as its colour of the year, a deep shade it described as being 
“solid and dependable.”

Hidden appliances
Like cabinet handles, keeping range hoods, refrigerators, and 
dishwashers out of plain sight will be on the rise in 2020. One way 
to hide them is to disguise them with front panels that match 
your cabinets. This can even be done on large oven hoods as well. 
Hiding your appliances creates a less cluttered, sleeker facade 
that’s more aesthetically pleasing to the eye. 

No crown molding
Traditionally, crown molding is installed above kitchen cabinets in 
order to join the cabinets to the ceiling. For the year ahead, design 
experts expect to see less of this. Instead, they’re seeing cabinets 
go all the way to the ceiling for added storage and an overall 
cleaner look.
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